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Nyis, Kiara

Nyis, Kiara is a player character played by Demonblooded.

Nyis, Kiara
Species: NH-33
Gender: Female

Age: 1
Height: 1.55m/5'1“
Weight: 48kg/103.6lbs

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Trainee

Rank: Santo Hei
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

5th1.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 1.55m/5'1”
Mass: 48kg/103.6lbs
Measurements: 89C-53.3-91.5/35C-21-36.

Build and Skin Color: Kiara's skin is pure white and obviously of the Shiro style Nekovalkyrja. Her figure
is exagerated for a Neko and made all the worse by her slightly shorter than average stature. While the
term “padded” could be easily used to describe her it's not entirely accurate as her muscle tone can be
observed where her “padding” isn't so pronounced such as her back, shoulders, and abdomen. She has
the five digit hands that are common to fresh NH-33s.

Eyes and Facial Features: Green eyes. Round nordic style. Her eye's are the a shade of jade and are of
a rounded nature showing Nordic traits. Her lips are rather narrow and her nose is a bit more angular
than normal. Overall her face is heart shaped though her bangs tend to make her face look narrower.

Ears: Kiara's neko style ears are almost always perked up.

Hair Color and Style: Black hair pulled back into pony tail at the back of the head. She keeps loose
bangs and has the pony tail go through metallic loops along it's length to keep it more manageable.

Distinguishing Features: Not so much a distinctive feature as much as an personal habit, Kiara
maintains a pattern of tiger stripes all across her body using her skins holographic capabilities as much
as possible.
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Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Eccentric would probably be one of the best words to describe this NH-33. While she's not
unbalanced she has taken a strong interest in the Nordic aspect of Yamatain heritage that tends to show
in the way she conducts herself. The stories of the mighty heroes of old that strode headlong into combat
to lead their comrades has struck a cord with her and she tends to emulate the “eager cleaver” attitude.
She doesn't disregard tactics that aren't based around headlong charges. She just makes it a point to
fully commit when the time for a headlong charge comes. She also learned the tendency to speak her
mind bluntly from such old tales where the group all has a say, this has lead to some consequences as
the SAoY is not a group of adventurer but a military organization that requires a degree of tact. Her
behavior during her free time is somewhat of a disconnect from her attitude while involved in combat. As
she tends to seek places where she can read her old epics and enjoy what she calls “lazy time” and
tends to be far more reserved in her attitude.

Likes: Nordic Literature and tales of Heroism, Beef Sashimi, Oranges
Dislikes: Strong Perfumes, Her Dress Uniform, Flamboyant Clothing
Goals: Spreading the Nordic Warrior Ideology, Achieving Samurai like prestige.

History

Creators

Star Army of Yamatai

Pre-RP

Kiara Nyis has completed her basic SAoY training and is now ready to be sent to her first assignment.

Skills

Communication: Kiara is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make
transmissions to and receive transmissions from headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in
both combat and non-combat conditions. She is fluent in Nepleslian and Yamataian. She can speak
and write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Fighting: She received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training
program. She is skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-
gravity, with and without weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and
power armor. She has also started to tinker with her spear and shield, she would be hard pressed
to be called competent with them but she's obviously taken an interest in improving with them.

Technology Operation: Kiara is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku
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OS, found on all Star Army starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

Mathematics: Kiara received basic mathematics training, up to algebra and trigonometry.

Knowledge: Kiara is something of a history buff and tends to hole up someplace to read when
running around and exploring is not an option. Her specific areas of interest are in military history
and Nordic culture. Though when searching for a good book she has been known to find random
books that pique her interest.

Parkour: She has sharped her sense of balance and flexibility due to her adventurous nature.
From scrambling up the sides of obstacles for better view to squeezing through small spaces to get
into closed of area. She tends tends to make a game of getting around as an excuse to practice
such skills.

Domestic: Kiara has learned to make food for herself, wash her own clothing, and other basic self
care skills. And not break anything or start fires in the process.

Inventory

Nyis, Kiara has the following items:

M6-1A "Daisy" Infantry Power Armor
Ke-M6-W2921 Atmospheric/Space Plasma Rifle (Tier 5 or Tier 6, Medium Anti-Armor or Heavy Anti-

Armor ( : Staff needs to determine which))
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:

Type 31A Survival Kit
Flashlight, Floating, Type 32 in left pocket
Star Army First Aid Kit, Type 32 in left pocket
Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33 in right pocket

Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:
Star Army Portable Shelter, Type 30
Rolled Sleeping Bag and foam mat in waterproof bag
Star Army Toiletry Kit
2 Type 31 Field Uniforms. Includes

2 pairs of boots
1 pair of gloves
1 field cap
1 field jacket

2 Star Army Exercise Uniform, Type 29 (also used as sleepwear)
Star Army Undergarments
3 additional days worth of Star Army Field Rations, Type 31

Fairly large Courier Bag
Custom Nordic Shield made with Yamataium and Shock modification. Design
Custom Spear Collapsible Durandalium Spear.
Books

“Cooking for Beginners”
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“Nordic Epics”
“Nordic Culture”
“Nordic History”
“Warfare: Nord Style”
“The NMX War”
“Greens vs. Reds: A Defining Nepleslian Conflict.”
“Modern Combat Tactics and Equipment”
“How to Play Shamisen”
“Notable Samurai of Yamatai”
"Art of Never Again"

Finances

Nyis, Kiara is currently a Santo Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total
Savings Addition Subtraction Reason

3000 KS Starting Funds

2200 KS 800KS Sheild 200KS base (Highest base price), Yamataium base material
x3 multiplier, Shock Modification +150KS, Molecular Knit +50KS

1740KS 460KS
Spear 80KS base, Durandalium base material x2 multiplier,
Molecular Knit +50KS, Monomolecular edge +100KS, Hollow
+100KS, Retractable +50KS

1240KS 500KS

Books: “Cooking for Beginners”, “Nordic Epics”, “Nordic Culture”,
“Nordic History”, “Warfare: Nord Style”, “The NMX War”, “Greens
vs. Reds: A Defining Nepleslian Conflict.”, “Modern Combat Tactics
and Equipment” , “How to Play Shamisen”, “Notable Samurai of
Yamatai”, and Art of Never Again

Character Data
Character Name Nyis, Kiara
Character Owner Demonblooded
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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